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Abstract
Liquid penetrant testing methods represent a multi-process procedure, which can be applied
under the condition that the roughness of tested surface is lower than certain critical value. As
far as many industrial objects have comparatively rough surface the application of penetrant
testing for them in many cases is impossible. To eliminate this difficulty preliminary
processing of the surface with the aim to decrease a roughness can be applied. But in the most
cases a surface treatment leads to inadmissible decrease (or even closing) of defect’ opening.
The researches of the influence of several kinds of surface treatment upon defects’ shape and
form are described in the paper. Special methods and equipment for decreasing of surface
roughness at keeping defects opened are described. Some results of investigations, which
enable the application of penetrant testing for rough surfaces are presented.
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The widely used liquid penetrant testing (PT) enables to detect smallest surface defects
with opening up to 3·10-7 m. At the same time there is a hard restriction for the application of
these methods with respect to a roughness of tested surface. According to the National
standards the roughness of tested by PT methods surface should not exceed Rz 20 for
fluorescent method and Rz 40 for dye method.
Such rigid requirements to surface roughness are caused by the fact that after penetrant
removal from a rough test surface some residual part of a penetrant may remain inside of
surface micro defects and form a disturbing background. As a result the most of weld seams
and many metal cast surfaces can’t be tested by PT. Besides abrasive treatment, traditionally
applied for preliminary processing of test surfaces before PT procedure, leads to substantial
decreasing (or even complete closing) of surface defects openings and as a result – to vital
deterioration of PT sensitivity.
Thus the problem of reliable, high-sensitive non-destructive method to detect surface
discontinuities in objects with rough surfaces is very urgent. There are two principal ways to
solve this problem. The first is in development of such methods and means for surface
treatment, which support decreasing surface roughness and consequently increasing a quality
of PT process. The second is in working out of special algorithms and software for filtering
from defects’ images, obtained using special photo or video means, of a false background
caused by microrelief formed due to mechanical treatment.
The researches of the influence of steel surfaces’ high-speed treatment upon PT sensitivity
have been conducted at the Institute of Applied Physics (IAPh). Several kinds of high-speed
hand-operated treatment were applied: rotary treatment by steel brush, abrasive treatment by
abrasive disk and high-speed milling. The process of electrochemical treatment (ECT) in
environmentally friendly aqueous NaCl solutions was used as well. The important feature of

ECT is dissolution of metal surface layer without plastic forming and without power impact
upon the metal[1].
Steel specimens containing artificial flaws with opening widths of 1–20 µm, depths of 100–
450 µm, and lengths of 15–16 mm were used. The artificial flaws were produced using a new
technology developed at the IAPh, which doesn’t require coating or additional chemical–
thermal treatment of specimens, e.g., nitration. This technology produces the flaws, which do
not extend beyond a specimen’s edges and have rectilinear mouths and a necessary depth. The
quality of the penetrant testing was monitored with a TV system in order to facilitate data
processing and analysis of video images[2], which made it possible to detect and record the
indicated flaw patterns and to evaluate them quantitatively on the basis of optical and geometric
characteristics. A TV camera of this system was built in a metallographic microscope for
microscopic studies. Luminescent (Helling FBP-914) and dye (Sonapen VP–600) penetrants
were used.
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Fig. 1. Rotary processing by steel brush «OSBORN» of the surface with various cracks. The
numbers above are the values of cracks’ opening
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Fig.2. The influence of rotary treatment upon the efficiency of dye PT:
a – before treatment; b – after treatment
It was established that under the high-speed rotary treatment of steel specimens by steel
brush their surface might be substantially plastically deformed (Fig. 1,c). Both cutting areas
and zones of local tearing can be observed. The origin of these zones’ occurrence is a forming
of “welding bridges” between steel fiber and metal (Fig. 1,a). Many of these tearings are dark
(even black) that could be explained by high temperature during the treatment and
demonstrate the burn feature of these zones (Fig. 1,b). It results in about full closing of
defects smaller than 9-10 µm in used specimens (Fig. 2). The squares of indications of defects
with the opening wider than 9-10 µm are decreasing as well.
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Fig. 3. The influence of high-speed milling upon the opening of defects
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Fig. 4. The influence of high-speed milling upon the efficiency of dye and luminescent PT:
a, b – dye and luminescent PT before the milling;
c, d – dye and luminescent PT after the milling
The results of our study show that the influence of high-speed milling of specimens with
defects 2-10 µm upon the defects’ opening is similar as in the case of rotary treatment by steel
brush: in both cases a substantial decreasing of cracks’ opening takes place. Nevertheless, at
cutting with cusped teeth of tungsten-carbide mill with positive values of front angle and
cutting speed ~15 m/s a complete crack closure wasn’t observed. In this case defects’ opening
were decreased to 1-2 µm (Fig. 3,a). It follows from the results of dye and luminescent
penetrant testing of steel specimen with defects (Fig. 4) that the influence of this kind of highspeed treatment upon detectability of the cracks with a depth 350-450 µm is not so strong.
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Fig. 5. The flaw (opening 8-10 µm) in steel specimen before (a) and after (b, c) the treatment:
b – abrasive treatment up to Rz 20-40 ; c – ECT
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Fig. 6. The abrasion of a steel specimen with 10 µm flaw using transverse treatment to Rz 4080 of a cleaning disk: a - displacement of a flaw mouth in the direction of the cleaning disk’s
movement, b - upper part of the flaw in the form of a depression, c - bottom part of a flaw in
the form of a tongue and d - scheme of deformation of a surface layer during abrasive
treatment (Vcut is the cutting-velocity vector)
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Fig. 7. Steel specimen containing the longitudinal welded seam with a thermal crack: a –
luminescent PT after the abrasive treatment up to Ra 1-1,4; b - luminescent PT after the
abrasive treatment up to Rz 40-80; c - luminescent PT after the abrasive treatment
up to Rz 40-80 and ECT
It was found through the testing that 1- to 20-µm-wide openings of flaws decrease to 1–3µm
after transverse rough abrasive treatment up to Rz 20-40 at a cutting speed of ~60 m/s (Fig.
5). The same phenomenon is observed when a diamond polishing disk on a rubber bond is
used, which provides a surface roughness up to Ra 1–1.4 at a cutting speed of ~18 m/s. It has
not yet been reliably explained why the flaw openings are almost the same after two types of
treatment and why there is only a weak dependence on the initial opening and cutting speed.
It was established that the abrasive treatment with a cleaning disk leads to complete
polishing of flaws having different opening widths. This process causes not only the
decreasing to 1–3 µm in a crack opening, as it is illustrated by Fig. 5b, but also a complete
closure of their openings by a thin, 5- to 10-µm, metal layer because of great plastic
deformations and local heating under tough abrasive treatment. As one can see the opening is
shifted to 40- to 50-µm distance along the cutting direction for flaws with 10-µm openings
(Fig. 6).
The effect of ECT on the results of the penetrant testing of the steel specimen containing a
longitudinal welded seam and a thermal crack are shown in Fig. 7. Test surface of the
specimen was treated by a diamond disk to Ra 1–1.4 and then the luminescent PT was
performed (Fig. 7,a). Then the transverse abrasive treatment was applied to test surface to Rz
40–80 and followed by luminescent PT (Fig. 7,b). As is seen from the photographs, it is
impossible to detect a crack during the luminescent PT, because of the high background level
of the penetrant luminescence. The repeated ECT and luminescent PT of the specimen (Fig.
7c) made it possible to visualize the crack. As one can see from the Fig. 5,c after the ECT the
flaw’s mouth is completely voided from a metal surface layer.
Conclusion
Resuming the results we come to the following conclusions.
(1) The use of rotary treatment by steel brush before consequent PT procedure is
inexpedient.
(2) High-speed hand-operated milling can be used before consequent PT to detect
comparatively deep defects.
(3) The abrasive treatment application with a use of finish grinding is the most effective
procedure to ensure the consequent PT only being provided with consequent electrochemical
treatment in aqueous NaCl solutions.
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